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Employment of Foreign Citizens in the Czech Republic 
from the Perspective of Czech Law 

 
 
Abstract 
 

This bachelor’s thesis is devoted to the employment of foreign citizens in the Czech 

Republic according to Czech law. The theoretical chapter is divided into two sections. The 

first section describes terms related to employment and foreigners from a legal perspective. 

Due to the invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation, the Czech Republic had to react 

and modify their legislation for the Ukrainian refugees. The second section, therefore, 

focuses on legal administration and processes for foreign nationals, how they differ for 

different situations of foreigners, and how the legislation has been modified for easier access 

by Ukrainian refugees. The practical part deals with the increasing number of migrants, 

employed foreigners and their salaries via public data analysis and an analysis of how the 

Czech online public perceives the current situation with foreigners and their employment. A 

questionnaire was chosen as a method for data collection. The conclusion of this thesis will 

summarise whether the expected aims of this thesis have been met based on the findings 

through legal regulations, public data analysis and the author’s research.  

 

 

Keywords: Employer, Employee, Labor relationship, Education, Wage, Social benefits, 

Social status, Residency, Protection, Lex Ukraine 
  



 

Zaměstnávání cizinců v České republice podle českého 
práva 

 
 
Abstrakt 
 
 

Bakalářská práce je věnována tématu zaměstnávání cizinců v České republice podle 

českého práva. Teoretická část je rozdělena do dvou částí: první část popisuje pojmy 

související se zaměstnáváním cizinců z právního hlediska. Kvůli invazi Ruské federace na 

Ukrajinu musela Česká republika velmi rychle reagovat a upravit svou právní úpravu pro 

ukrajinské uprchlíky. Druhá část se proto zaměřuje na právní administrativu a procesy pro 

cizince, jak se liší pro různé situace cizinců, a jak byla legislativa upravena pro snazší přístup 

ukrajinských uprchlíků. Praktická část se zabývá rostoucím počtem migrantů, zaměstnaných 

cizinců a jejich platů prostřednictvím analýzy veřejných dat a analýzy toho, jak česká 

internetová veřejnost vnímá současnou situaci s cizinci a jejich zaměstnáváním. Jako metoda 

sběru dat byl zvolen dotazník. V závěru této práce je shrnuto, zda byly na základě analýzy 

právních předpisů, analýzy veřejných dat a autorského výzkumu splněny očekávané cíle této 

práce. 

 

 

Klíčová slova: Zaměstnavatel, Zaměstnanec, Pracovní poměr, Vzdělání, Mzda, Sociální 

dávky, Sociální postavení, Bydliště, Ochrana, Lex Ukrajina 
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1 Introduction 
 
 

The topic of this bachelor's thesis is the employment of foreign citizens in the Czech 

Republic from the perspective of Czech law, as it is a current and important topic. The CZ 

has been experiencing a significant increase in the total number of foreigners and foreigners 

who seek employment or residency. The main factors influencing the increase of migrants 

in the past years are the COVID-19 pandemic and the invasion of Ukraine by the Russian 

Federation, which will be discussed in further detail.  

In terms of legislation, if a foreigner seeks employment, they must undergo numerous 

administration processes that differ based on the origin of the foreigner – EU citizen, third-

world country citizen or Ukrainian refugee. 

The theoretical part will be divided into two sections. The first section will introduce the 

topic from a legal perspective by defining and conceptualising the concepts and introducing 

the main legislation connected to the employment of foreigners. Due to the mentioned 

invasion of UA, the Czech Republic had to react and modify their legislation for the labour 

market and employment to offer easier access to the territory for UA refugees to flee to. 

Therefore, the second section will describe the administration processes from the legal 

perspective, how they differ for different situations of foreigners, and how the legislation 

has been modified for easier access by UA refugees. The author will translate the relevant 

legislation from Czech to English.  

The practical part of this thesis will be devoted to data analysis and research into how 

the numbers of foreigners in the CZ changed over the past years, along with the types of 

employment, types of residencies and salaries. A further aim of this chapter will be to 

research the general public's opinion on the topic and how they perceive different types of 

foreigners, alongside their perception of different statements regarding their employment 

based on their sociodemographic background.  
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2 Objectives and Methodology 
 

2.1 Objectives 
 

The main aim of this thesis deals with the employment of foreign citizens in the 

Czech Republic according to Czech law and how the legislation has changed according to 

the ongoing invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation. The main goal of the thesis was 

to analyse the general employment legislation for foreigners from the EU, non-EU, and 

Ukrainian refugees and describe the development of the situation in the CZ. Another goal of 

this thesis is to analyse the current legal and illegal migration situation using data provided 

by the Czech Statistical Office as well as research into the opinions of the Czech online 

public on the employment of foreign citizens and how it differs based on the educational and 

employment status of the respondents.  

 

2.2 Methodology 
 

The practical part of this thesis is divided into two sections. The first section is 

dedicated to statistical document analysis of data provided by the Czech Statistical Office; 

therefore, quantitative data has been used. The second section is dedicated to research into 

the online population of CZ from the perspective of the sociodemographic background of 

respondents. The main aim of the empirical research was to validate three main hypotheses 

described and discussed in the associated chapters.  The data has been collected in 

collaboration with the research department “Médea Research k.s.” from the company 

“Médea a.s.” via their online panel of respondents. This collaboration was used to gain 

access to a wider range of populations. The method used for this research was a 

questionnaire, and the studied population was 503 respondents. The data recorded are also 

through the quantitative approach. The data recorded serve the purpose of gaining insight 

into how the Czech online population views the current situation regarding the employment 

of foreign citizens, also how they view different types of foreign nationals – EU residents, 

UA refugees and other foreigners from third-world countries.  
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3 Definitions and Conceptualization 
 

For better clarification of the problems, it is crucial first to define the true or intended 

meanings of the terms used. In some cases, they have their definitions in legal laws; others 

can be deduced from practice. The main concepts that will be discussed are “employment”, 

“employer”, and “foreigner”. Another concept discussed later is the “legal 

administration”. The author will translate the legal definitions used in this chapter from 

Czech to English.  

 

3.1 Employment 

 

In terms of employment, there is no exact definition for such a term in legislation. 

Thus, it is possible to understand it as a concept of the dependent work of an employee to a 

specific employer. The concept of dependent work is defined in §2 Act no. 262/2006 Coll., 

The Labour Code as: “Dependent work, which is performed in the relationship between the 

employer's superior and the employee's subordinate, is considered the personal performance 

of the employee's work for the employer exclusively, according to the employer's 

instructions, on his behalf”. It is also mentioned in §2 Act no. 262/2006 Coll., The Labour 

Code, hereinafter referred to only as “Labour code”, states that “(…) dependent work must 

be performed for a wage, or remuneration for work, at the expense and responsibility of the 

employer, during working hours at the employer's workplace, or at another agreed 

location”. This type of employment is created via a form of a written contract by both parties 

or a working agreement outside employment.  

Employment based on a labour contract is stated in the Labour Code, under §38, 

where the employer grants work based on the contract's conditions and pays them via wage 

or other agreed-upon forms. On the other hand, an employee must follow the contract to 

fulfil the work, comply and/or keep their responsibilities.  

Another type of employment that has been associated with or primarily used for the 

employment of foreign citizens was the so-called “agency employment”. As amended under 

the Labour Code, it is defined as an agency for employment that has the right to temporarily 

assign one of its employees to work for another employer with whom the agency has a signed 
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contract of temporarily posting employees. 1  An employment agency is also amended under 

Act no. 425/2004 Coll., the Employment Act, §58, par. 1, where it states that the agencies 

“(…) can mediate employment in the territory of the Czech Republic or from the territory of 

the Czech Republic to abroad and from abroad to the territory of the Czech Republic.”; thus, 

such agencies can arrange employment to and from the CZ of foreigners and CZ nationals. 

 

3.2  Employer 

 

Unlike the previously mentioned term, the Czech Labour Code strictly defines the 

term as “(…) an employer for the purpose of this law is understood to be a natural person 

or legal entity who/which employs a natural person in a labour-law relationship”. 2 From 

the perspective of this definition, an employer may, therefore, be considered as also a 

national or international company that must reside in the CZ. However, they still have certain 

obligations stated by legislative Acts they must comply with in the CZ territory. Such 

obligations can include an employment contract with necessary working conditions stated 

and signed by both sides of the party, working hours, paid holiday or sick leave, medical 

examination, help with integration and relocation financed by the employer.3 Mentioned 

obligations will be discussed in a later chapter of this thesis based on this specific topic.  

 

3.3  Foreigner 
 

The definition of a foreigner is explicitly stated in Act no. 326/1999 Coll., on the 

Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic, in §1, par. 2, hereinafter referred to 

as only “Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic”. It is stated that a 

“Foreigner means a physical person who is not a citizen of the Czech Republic, including a 

citizen of the European Union.” The labour market in the Czech Republic is governed by 

the provisions of Act no. 435/2004 Coll., the Employment Act, hereinafter referred to as 

only “Employment Act”, regarding employment. Potential employees of foreign 

nationalities are categorised into three sectors in terms of entrance: citizens of EU (European 

Union – later referred to as EU), EEA (European Economic Area includes EU countries, 

 
1 Act no. 262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, §2, par. 5, 
2 Act no. 262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, §7 
3 Act no. 262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, §103 
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Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway – later referred to as EEA) and Switzerland who have a 

free entrance into the Czech labour market, other foreigners with a free entry to the Czech 

labour market and foreigners who do not have free access to the Czech labour market.4 

Furthermore, under the Employment Act, in §85, it is stated that “(…) for the 

purposes of employing employees from abroad according to this law, a European Union 

citizen and his family member or a family member of a CZ citizen is not considered a 

foreigner”. From this, it is understood that even citizens of third world countries do not count 

as foreigners if they have a registered partnership or marriage or are an under 21-year-old 

offspring of mentioned EU or CZ citizen as mentioned in the Residence of Foreign Nationals 

in the Czech Republic, in §15a.  

Employing such citizens or foreigners, the employer must report them to the labour 

office and keep records regarding their entry, ending or any changes made to their 

employment. Another aspect for further discussion is foreigners with permanent residence.  

 

3.3.1 EU Citizens 

 
 As mentioned earlier, according to the Employment Act, EU citizens have the same 

standing as CZ citizens in the labour market; however, they are different from third-world 

country citizens (those are understood to be citizens outside of the EU). This sector of 

foreigners, which does not only include EU, EEA, and Swiss citizens but also their family 

members, falls under the same category and, from a legislative perspective, amended under 

the Employment Act, §85, they have the same standing in the labour market as a Czech 

national citizen. As a result, these citizens are not obliged to have a working permit.  

 

3.3.2 Other Foreigners 

 Citizens of countries that are not a member of the EU or EEA have a much more 

complicated standing as they are required numerous permits. The first permit that would be 

required of them is the residence permit for the goal of employment and, later, an 

employment permit that only a regional branch of the labour office issues. In this thesis, the 

focus on foreigners will be, according to this definition, foreign nationals who are neither a 

member of the EU nor EEA.  

 
4 Zaměstnávání cizinců. Úřad práce. (2021, November). Retrieved January 2023, from 
https://www.uradprace.cz/zamestnavani-cizincu 
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3.3.3 Persons with Permanent Residence 

 Another category that differentiates is the people with permanent residence. Such 

cases have the same standing as EU or CZ citizens; thus, it is optional for them to have an 

employment permit.  

 
3.4  Forms of Foreigner’s Residence 

 

3.4.1 Legal and Illegal residence 
 

An important aspect is the differentiation of legal and illegal residencies of foreigners 

in the CZ. No direct definition of an illegal residency is stated in the labour code or labour 

law. However, it can be understood as a situation where a foreign national resides in the 

country without a valid immigration status or work permit. This means they are living in the 

country without the necessary authorisation from the government. 

Illegal residency violates Czech immigration laws and can result in various penalties, 

including fines, imprisonment or deportation. Foreign citizens found to be illegally residing 

in the Czech Republic may also be banned from entering the country for a certain period. 

An illegal residency of a citizen can be considered from one of the following: 

• A person who has stayed in the CZ after the expiration of their residency permit 

• A person who did not comply with a departure order and did not leave the CZ 

• A person who crossed the borders illegally 

• A person who obtained a penalty of expulsion by the court and did not leave the CZ 

  

 On the contrary, a legal resident is a person who has a valid working permit and 

immigration status. 5 

 
3.4.2 Foreigners in the regime of law and asylum 

 
 Another special case of foreigners is those whose residence is based on one of the 

types of international protection. Reasons, types, and ways to issue international protection 

are stated in Act no. 325/1999 Coll., on the asylum and change of law, Act no. 283/1991 

 
5 Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic. Migration [online] [Retrieved 20.12.2022] 
https://www.mvcr.cz/mvcren/article/migration.aspx 
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Coll., on the police of the Czech Republic and later law. For the purpose of employment of 

such foreigners, the Employment Act states that a foreigner who has applied for such 

protection cannot be granted working permission for the following 12 months from the day 

of application, thus, cannot perform any authorised labour. Once the mentioned foreigner 

obtains international protection, they do not need a working permit.6 

 Later in this thesis, a new Act signed to grant UA immigrants protection, and work 

permits will be introduced and discussed.  

 
3.5  Working Permits 

 

 Several forms of work permit for foreign citizens in the CZ allow them access to 

employment. The most common permit is the “Employee Card”, which is mostly used for 

vacancy spots that employers cannot fill in with CZ or EU citizens and can be of any labour 

category. The second permit is the “Blue Card”, which is, on the other hand, aimed at highly 

skilled workers from non-EU countries who have received a job offer. The last work permit 

that is also very common is the “Intra-Corporate Transfer” permit, which allows foreign 

citizens to be transferred within their multinational company to a branch, franchise, or 

subsidiary in the CZ.7  For the purposes of research and science, there is also a form of 

working permit that is issued only to foreign nationals who plan to work on a scientific or 

research project in the Czech Republic; however, that does not gain them access to 

employment in other jobs. 8 

 The three mentioned work permits will be discussed, in detail, in the next chapter of 

this thesis as well as the types of residencies a foreign national can apply for and how they 

have been adapted to the refugees of Ukraine after the Russian invasion.  

   

  

 
6 Act no. 435/2004 Coll., Employment Act, §99 
7 Zaměstnávání cizinců z EU a některých Dalších Zemí. Informace pro účetní a podnikatele. [online] 
[Retrieved 5.1.2023] from https://portal.pohoda.cz/zakon-a-pravo/pracovni-pravo/zamestnavani-cizincu-z-
nbsp;eu-a-nbsp;nekterych-da/  
8 Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic. Scientific Research [online] [Retrieved 5.1.2023] 
https://www.mzv.cz/jnp/en/information_for_aliens/long_stay_visa/research_long_term.html. 
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4 Legal Administration of Foreign Employees in the CZ 
 
 
 Foreign citizens need two required permits if they come from third-world countries: 

an employment permit and a residency permit. The employment permit is regulated by 

employment law, whereas the residency permit is regulated by foreign law.  

 As mentioned in chapter 3.5, the types of permits or cards a foreign citizen must 

obtain to be eligible for employment or residency are blue or green. These are also regulated 

by foreign law and represent integrated residence and employment permission. The main 

aim behind these cards is to ease the process of employing foreign nationals in the CZ. 

Mentioned cards will be explained in this chapter's 2nd and 3rd sections.  

 
 

4.1 Residence Law of foreigners in the CZ 
 

4.1.1 Individual Forms of Residence 

 

 A foreign citizen can obtain many residency forms, depending on the length of the 

intended stay. In terms of temporary residency, which is bound to time, it is possible to 

categorise this into three sectors: short-term visa, long-term visa, and long-term residence.  

 A short-term visa in the CZ and other EU nations is possible for a maximum of 90 

days. This type of visa applies under §20 on the Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech 

Republic. This visa type only applies to foreigners from third-world countries and/or family 

members of EU citizens who are not EU citizens.  

 A long-term visa is a form of temporary residency that allows one to stay in the CZ 

for over 90 days; however, according to the Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech 

Republic, citizens of the EU, EEA and Switzerland are eligible yet not obliged to request 

such visa.9 On the other hand, this does not apply to family members of an EU, EEA, or 

Swiss citizen who are not citizens of mentioned states. If someone intends to stay in the CZ 

for over 90 days, they must request a long-term visa from the foreign police. According to 

§87b on the Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic, such a visa can be 

obtained for up to 5 years. Other people who are not family members of an EU citizen are 

eligible for a long-term visa that lasts up to 6 months. 10 

 
9 Act no. 326/1999 Coll., on the Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic, §42c 
10 See Appendix 2 
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 The third time of visa is the long-term residency, the most extended type of permit 

for residency and, in terms of employment benefits, the most advantageous type. An EU 

citizen and their family members are entitled to this permit with the conditions amended 

under the Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic.11 Citizens of third-world 

countries must first fulfil the primary condition of a 5-year stay in the CZ before being 

eligible for residency. Once a person is eligible for residency, they are no longer required to 

have an employment permit as they gain free access to the labour market. In addition to 

living in the CZ for five continuous years, the foreign national must also pass and provide 

an A2 language level certificate from the Czech language, which can be considered a very 

tricky language to learn. 12 

 

4.1.2 Employee Cards 
 
 An employee card is a form of a permit for long-term residency in the CZ, where the 

main aim of the residency is employment, and it is issued under §42g of the Residence of 

Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic. The mentioned permit is only for foreigners from 

third-world countries, allowing them to reside in the CZ, be employed in a position for which 

the card was issued or have employment in a position to which the foreigners had prior legal 

consent. This card substitutes a long-term visa for employment purposes, long-term 

residency for employment purposes and a “Green Card”, which can no longer be issued. 13 

 The Green Cards project focused on supporting legal migration in the Czech 

Republic. It was mainly aimed at a long-term residency for the purpose of employment in 

special cases. On 1.1.2009, it was signed under Act no. 382/2008 Coll., on Employment. 

The bill was issued mainly for the lack of workforce in particular positions requiring certain 

qualifications. This bill allowed employers faster employment of foreign nationals for the 

purpose of filling a vacancy with a required qualification where they could not find a Czech 

or EU national to do so. Furthermore, the Green Cards bill was a national Czech “project” 

rather than of the EU. Another important point to mention, in terms of eligibility for 

application, is that it could be issued only to foreign nationals of predetermined countries 

stated under Act no. 461/2008 Coll. Three types of Green Cards could be issued. Those were 

 
11 Act no. 326/1999 Coll., on the Residence of Foreign Nationals in the Czech Republic, §87g 
12 See Appendix 8 
13 Novinky v zaměstnávání cizinců. Informace pro účetní a podnikatele. [online] [Retrieved 15.2.2023] 
https://portal.pohoda.cz/zakon-a-pravo/pracovni-pravo/novinky-v-zamestnavani-cizincu/  
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categorised into types “A”, “B” and “C”. Type “A” is aimed at qualified workers with a 

tertiary level of education, type “B” is aimed at workers for jobs that require training and 

type “C” is aimed at other workers. The main aim of this project was to allow “flexible 

recruitment of professionals from abroad and a decrease in the administrative burden both 

for employers and foreign nationals”. 14 

 In contrast to the “Green Cards”, an employee card can be issued to a foreign national 

from any third-world country and does not aim at specific jobs needing higher educational 

levels. In other words, the employee card is aimed at any form of employment and is not 

categorised into any sections. The main similarity is that these cards can be issued only to 

foreign workers who apply for a registered vacancy spot for which the employer from CZ 

could not find a Czech national or EU/EEA citizen.15 16 

 
4.1.3 Blue Cards 

 

 The Blue card is issued under Act no. 326/1999 Coll., of the Residence of Foreign 

Nationals in the Czech Republic, in §42i. This work permit is aimed at the long-term 

residency for highly skilled workers or jobs from non-EU countries, earlier referred to as 

citizens of third-world countries. This permit allows the foreign national to obtain a 

residency and work without a separate work permit. Unlike in other cases where a foreign 

national obtains a residency permit, they must also obtain a work permit separately.17 

 The mentioned foreign national applying for the Blue Card is entitled to do so if they 

intend to stay in the territory of the CZ for longer than three months and are employed in a 

position that requires a high level of skills. Once the application has been filed through an 

embassy, the Ministry of Interior must decide whether to accept or decline within 90 days. 
18 

 For the foreign national to be eligible for the application of a Blue Card, they must 

fulfil the following points: 

- Must have a higher education degree from a recognised institution  

 
14 Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic. Migration [online] [Retrieved 16.1.2023] 
https://www.mvcr.cz/mvcren/article/migration.aspx 
15 Zaměstnanecká Karta . [online] [Retrieved 10.1.2023] 
https://www.mvcr.cz/migrace/docDetail.aspx?docid=21849764&doctype=ART 
16 See Appendix 6 
17 See Appendix 7 
18  Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic. Migration [online] [Retrieved 10.2.2023] 
https://www.mvcr.cz/mvcren/article/migration.aspx 
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- No criminal record or pose a threat to Czech security.  

- Have sufficient financial stability to support themselves without relying on 

social assistance.   

- Health insurance coverage.  

- A valid job offer for a highly skilled job.  

  
4.1.4 Lex Ukraine 

 
 On the 24th of February 2022, the Russian Federation invaded Ukraine, which 

resulted in masses of refugees seeking shelter and aid all over the EU and other states. As a 

result, the “(…) Czech Republic has signed into law a package of three governmental bills 

that are aimed at the armed conflict on the territory of Ukraine and is referred to as Lex 

Ukraine”. 19 20 

 The Czech Republic has offered help to Ukrainian refugees by providing a range of 

support measures, including the possibility of obtaining visas and working permits. 

In response to the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, the Czech Republic has established a 

simplified procedure for granting long-term visas and work permits to Ukrainian citizens 

who have been forced to flee their homes due to the conflict. The measures are designed to 

help refugees integrate into Czech society and access employment opportunities. 

 In accordance with the mentioned situation, Act no. 65/2022 Coll., on granting of 

temporary protection, the legal status of refugees and access to health care, Act no. 66/2022 

Coll., on measures in the field of employment and social security in connection with the 

armed conflict on the territory of Ukraine caused by the invasion of the troops of the Russian 

Federation and Act no. 67/2022 Coll., on measures in the field of education in connection 

with the armed conflict on the territory of Ukraine caused by the invasion of the Russian 

Federation troops, have been created to allow Ukrainian refugees to access long-term visas 

for over 90 days and to protect them under the Czech national law. 

 More specifically, as amended under Act no. 65/2022 Coll., on granting of temporary 

protection the legal status of refugees and access to health care, on temporary protection, 

hereinafter referred to as only Lex Ukraine, the Police of the Czech Republic as well as the 

 
19 RENTON et al. CNN. [online] [Retrieved 5.1.2023] https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-news/ukraine-
russia-news-02-23-22/h_82bf44af2f01ad57f81c0760c6cb697c  
20 Czech Republic: "Lex Ukraine" law package enters into force. European Website on Integration. [online] 
[Retrieved 10.1.2023] https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/library-document/czech-republic-lex-ukraine-
law-package-enters-force_en 
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Ministry of Interior, will grant temporary protection to those who are of Ukrainian 

nationality living in Ukraine before 24th February 2022 (as well as their family members), 

stateless or third country citizens who hold a permanent residence permit in Ukraine, or a 

stateless or third-country citizen (not Ukraine) who were given international or Ukrainian 

protection before the invasion.21 Furthermore, it is important to mention that the signed bills 

were only meant to be valid until 31st March 2023; however, as the invasion on UA is still 

ongoing, The CZ has signed another amendment which prolongs the previously mentioned 

bills by a year. The fourth amendment, referred to as only Lex Ukraine IV, now states that 

it is valid until 31st March 2024, and refugees may apply for an extension of their protection 

and visas till 31st March 2023. 22 23 

 
 

4.2  Employment Act 
 

 This Act defines the conditions for foreign citizens seeking employment in the CZ. 

As mentioned, citizens of the EU/EEA and their family members are not considered 

foreigners. The Employment Act states the steps one must take to obtain a working permit, 

the eligibility to obtain a working permit, and the obligations of both the employee and 

employer.  

 In relation to foreigners, this Act aims to protect the Czech labour market against the 

supply of labour from abroad. The law introduced a system of two permits: the employer 

must have a permit to recruit employees from abroad according to §19, par. 3, on the 

Employment Act, and a foreigner needs an employment permit according to §2, on the 

Employment Act. 

 

4.2.1 Employers’ Obligation While Employing Foreign Citizens 

  

 In terms of the general obligations of the employer, as amended under the Labour 

Code24, they are obliged to prohibit the employee performs prohibited work or work they 

are not physically capable of doing due to health conditions. Another obligation is to inform 

 
21 See Appendix 3 
22 Act no. 20/2023 Coll., Lex Ukraine IV 
23 See Appendix 1 
24 Act no. 262/2006 Coll., The Labour Code, §103 
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employees which medical facilities provide labour-related medical care, and which type of 

vaccination and occupational health examination they must undergo prior to or during their 

employment.25 Employees must also be informed of all information, risks, and orders 

regarding their job. Employers must also keep evidence and records on all their employees 

to which they must have access. There are several more obligations that the employer must 

follow to avoid any possible sanctions. However, one of the most important ones related to 

the safekeeping of the employees is training. All employees must be provided special 

training in legal and recent regulations and training related to their specified job. Employees 

must know their legal rights and current laws to ensure their safety. They must be newly 

trained in case new technology is implemented or a shift of the job specialisation.  

 The obligations of the employer, mentioned above, are also relevant in the case of 

employment of a foreign national. However, the employer must also undergo administrative 

procedures to ensure legal jobs. Under the Employment Act, amended under §87, there is a 

specific information obligation from the employer. This obligation is because employers 

must inform the relevant regional branch of the labour office in a written form in case the 

vacancy spot could be filled in by a Czech or EU citizen or their family member.26 In the 

circumstance that a foreign national must receive a working or residence permit before 

starting the job and later finds themselves in a situation where they have obtained permanent 

residency and do not require the previously acquired permits, the employer is obliged to 

inform the regional branch of the labour office via written form again within ten days of 

notice.27 

 Another obligation of an employer for an EU citizen and a foreigner is to keep their 

personal, employment-related records. The employer must do so according to the 

Employment Act.28 These records contain the following list of information: 

- Identification details of the foreigner 

- Address in their country of permanent residence and local address for postal 

deliveries 

- Registration number of travel document and name of the institute that issued it 

- Form of labour, place of work and working hours 

 
25 See Appendix 4 
26 Confirmation of foreign citizen employment document in Appendix 5 
27 Zaměstnávání cizinců ze zemí mimo evropskou UNII. EPRAVO.CZ. [online] [Retrieved 17.2.2023] 
https://www.epravo.cz/top/clanky/zamestnavani-cizincu-ze-zemi-mimo-evropskou-unii-111835.html  
28Act no. 435/2004 Coll., Employment Act, §3, par. 3 
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- Gender 

- Highest educational certificate/degree earned 

- Education required for job qualification 

- Classification of economic activities 

- The period for which their working permit and residency/visa are valid 

- The day of starting and the day of termination of employment 

 If the employer neglects their information and registration obligation, it is considered 

an offence to the Employment Act, and the employer of concern can be fined up to 500,000 

CZK. 29 

 

4.2.2 Legal Administration to Permit Employment   

 The Employment Act also defines the legal process of permitting employment, which 

according to this Act, is necessary for providing labour. As amended under §89, a foreign 

national can only be employed once they have received a valid and registered working permit 

and a residence permit or visa.  

 

4.2.3 Illegal Work of Foreign Citizens  

 

 The definition of illegal work of foreign nationals is stated under §5 letter e) of the 

Employment Act. It is understood to have three categories. The first category of illegal work 

is dependant and regular work by a natural person outside of the labour law (i.e., no contract). 

The second aspect is working without a working permit or even working whilst the working 

visa has been declined to be issued. The third aspect is when a natural person or foreigner 

performs labour for another natural person or legal entity without a registered residency 

permit on the ground of the CZ. 

 With the mentioned definition, the aspect of illegal work has changed and was 

amended under §136 of the Employment Act. It also includes that the employer must keep 

copies of work contracts or evidence of a legally registered labour relationship. If the 

employer does not control such evidence, such a situation is considered illegal work.  

 

  

 
29Act no. 435/2004 Coll., Employment Act, §139 par. 2, letter d), and §140 par. 2, letter d)  
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4.2.4 Refugees under Lex Ukraine 
 

 As mentioned in “4.1.3. Lex Ukraine”, Ukrainian refugees from the invasion have 

been granted temporary protection and the right to a long-term visa to reside in the Czech 

Republic as a refuge. As amended under Act no. 66/2022 Coll., on measures in the field of 

employment and social security in connection with the armed conflict on the territory of 

Ukraine caused by the invasion of the troops of the Russian Federation, in §2, a foreigner 

with a granted temporary protection is considered, for employment, equal to a citizen holding 

a permanent residence permit. The recently signed bill, therefore, allows Ukrainian refugees 

to be considered equivalent to other EU/EEA citizens or Czech nationals in the labour 

market. Moreover, it also means that the mentioned refugees may engage in self-

employment or be entitled to unemployment benefits. Furthermore, the UA refugees can 

work under the following contract forms: 

- Primary employment relationship 30 

- Employment agreement 31 

- Agreement on working activity 32 

- Trade license 33  

4.2.5 Termination of the Employment Relationship 

 
 Amended under the Labour Code, §50, the employer and employee have the right to 

terminate the employment contract, however, only under certain conditions unless both 

parties agree otherwise. The termination must be delivered in written form (physically or 

electronically) to both parties; otherwise, it is considered invalid. The main structure of 

termination is a notice of dismissal where the employment ends at the end of the notice 

period, which is stated in the employment contract but can be no shorter than two months. 

The employer has the right to terminate the employment contract only for specific reasons, 

such as whether the employer or their part must move or have also been cancelled. The job 

is no longer required, the employer can no longer employ the person due to their medical 

health conditions supported by medical reports, the employee has breached the contract, etc.  

 
30 Act no.262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, §39 
31 Act no.262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, §75 
32 Act no.262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, §76 
33 Act no. 455/1991 Coll., Trade Licensing Act, §2 
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 Employees are only required to explain their contract termination if they need 

immediate dismissal. The employee is entitled to do so only under two conditions: they have 

submitted a medical record stating that they are no longer in the required health conditions 

for the job, and the employer has not provided a substitutional job within 15 days of notice, 

or the employer has not paid their wage 15 days after the due date.  

 If an employee is still on probation, the employer and the employee are entitled to 

cancel the contract without providing a reason, as amended under the Labour Code, §66.  

 

4.3 Main Reasons for the Employment of Foreign Nationals 

  

 There can be many hidden reasons why an employer may want to hire foreigners for 

vacant work positions; furthermore, one of the reasons is that the CZ is facing an issue with 

a lack of qualified employees, so they seek foreign nationals for such positions. According 

to Czech employers, citizens from certain parts of the world tend to be more trustworthy, 

flexible, and loyal. Another advantage, in the case of international entities, is the hiring of 

native speakers of certain languages, which can benefit a future business. 34 

 As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, where the Ministry of labour and social 

affairs issued information for employers who employ foreigners from third-world countries, 

where one point stated that they were prohibited from further employing other foreign 

employees. This and many other factors have caused the companies many complications; 

thus, the “Ministry of Industry and Trade” issued an economical migration program. The 

main goal of this program is to offer aid to employers who seek to attract qualified workers 

from other countries, as well as third-world countries. 35 

 
4.4 Obstacles at Work: Language and Corruption 

  

 The language can be considered a complication or issue for foreign nationals in the 

CZ. According to the Foreign Service Institute, the Czech language is categorised as a level 

three difficulty language, which requires an estimated 44 weeks of studying to be 

 
34 Zaměstnávání cizinců. [online] [Retrieved 19.2.2023] 
https://www.pruvodcepodnikanim.cz/clanek/zamestnavani-cizincu/ 
35 Zaměstnávání cizinců. [online] [Retrieved 19.2.2023] 
https://www.pruvodcepodnikanim.cz/clanek/zamestnavani-cizincu/  
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proficient.36 This may become an obstacle to some foreigners who plan on applying for 

permanent residency as they may find it difficult. However, the FSI is under the U.S. 

government, so this ranking compares the difficulty to English. In other words, it may be 

easier to learn for foreign nationals of different nationalities, for example, from Ukraine. 

 Another aspect that can be considered as a form of an obstacle for a foreign national 

being employed in the CZ is corruption. Corruption is not generally legal; however, the 

Czech Republic ranked 41/180 in the “Corruption Perception Index” in 2022. 37 In 2016, the 

CPI ranking of CZ was even lower as it was ranked 47th; thus, this obstacle is not getting 

harder to overcome. 38 

 

 

5 Practical Part  
 
 The practical part will be segmented into two parts to fulfil this thesis's goal. The 

first sub-chapter will be focused on overall statistics of foreigners generated by the Czech 

Statistical Office (CZSO) regarding the overall numbers of foreigners based on their type of 

residence and employment, the development of unemployment, and how the numbers of 

illegal and legal migrants have changed since the invasion on UA.   

 In terms of further development of the theory, the second sub-chapter will be focused 

on data acquired by a company on the amount of capital invested into job offers 

advertisement as well as results from a questionnaire aimed at the opinions of Czech people 

on the employment of foreign citizens.  

 

  

 
36 Foreign Language Training [online] [Retrieved 20.2.2023] https://www.state.gov/foreign-language-
training/ 
37 Corruption perceptions index. Transparency.org. [online] [Retrieved 20.2.2023] 
https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2022  
38 Transparency International. [Retrieved 20.2.2023] Corruption Perceptions Index 2016, 4–4.  
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5.1. Statistics of Employment, Migration and Unemployment 
 
 

5.1.1. The Overall Number of Foreigners  
 

First, the focus will be foreign statistical development between 2004 and 

2021/2022.39 Over the years, the overall number of foreign nationals has drastically 

increased due to possible numerous reasons. Such reasons can be considered an increase in 

job opportunities, educational quality, or a lack of the Czech national labour force. Such 

reasons will be further discussed in this chapter. As specified in Graph 1, in 2021, the 

number of foreign nationals residing in the CZ has reached its peak; however, since there is 

no available data for 202240, it is possible to assume that due to the ongoing invasion of UA 

by the army of the Russian Federation, the numbers have increased, especially in the segment 

of long-term residence over 90 days. Another important aspect to mention is that graphically, 

the number of long-term and permanent residencies is close to a balance; therefore, there is 

no significant spike in any of the numbers provided.  

 
Graph 1 Development of the Number of Foreigners by Type of Residence 

 
(Source: Czech Statistical Office – CZSO, Link https://www.czso.cz/csu/cizinci/cizinci-pocet-cizincu) 
 
  

 
39 Depending on availability of data from 2022 
40 It has not been published yet. 
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As discussed in the chapter of “The Employment Act”, once a foreign national is 

granted a working permit and residence visa41, they can work on a contract or a trade license. 

From Graph 2, it can be deduced that foreign citizens do not commonly work on a trade 

license. There is a significant difference between those registered at the labour office.  

Foreign nationals granted working/residence visas via an employee or blue card must 

be registered at the labour office; thus, it is possible to deduce that foreigners seek 

employment mainly through such permits. The complicated administration and obligations 

for obtaining two separate permits can be a reason for such a tendency.  

In 2022, the number of foreign nationals registered by the labour office spiked by 

almost 100,000 people, presumably due to the invasion of UA. UA refugees, once applied 

for and given protection, have been granted free entrance to the labour market; thus, they 

have registered with the labour office. The number of foreign nationals with valid trade 

licenses tends not to fluctuate; thus, it can be deduced that the foreigners in mind are long-

term workers.  

 
Graph 2 Employment of Foreigners by Status in Employment 

 
(Source: Czech Statistical Office – CZSO, Link: https://www.czso.cz/csu/cizinci/2-ciz_zamestnanost) 
 
  

 
41 Or a blue/employee card that grants both permits. 
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5.1.2. Development of Unemployment 
 

A factor affecting foreign citizens' employment is the general unemployment rate in 

the CZ. Due to the general development of economies in the EU and the CZ, the 

unemployment rate has steadily decreased from 2014 till 2019. As a result of the COVID-

19 pandemic, the rate has increased from 2020 to 2021 as many people have lost their jobs 

for numerous reasons; however, once the social distancing rules dropped in 2021, the rate 

slowly started to decrease again, as seen in Graph 3. The decrease in the rate indicates that 

people have started to look for jobs and get employed. The latest change in unemployment 

within 2022 is another slight increase in the rate, which can be assumed to result from the 

UA refugees seeking employment, thus decreasing the overall number of vacant job offers 

for CZ nationals. 

 
Graph 3 General Unemployment Rate 2014-2022 

 
(Source: Czech Statistical Office – CZSO, Link: https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/cri/miry-zamestnanosti-
nezamestnanosti-a-ekonomicke-aktivity-zari-2022#:~:text=M%C3%ADra%20nezam%C4%9Bstnanosti,-
Pod%C3%ADl%20nezam%C4%9Bstnan%C3%BDch%20k&text=sou%C4%8Dtu%20zam%C4%9Bstnan%
C3%BDch%20a%20nezam%C4%9Bstnan%C3%BDch%2C%20dos%C3%A1hl,u%20%C5%BEen%202%2
C6%20%25.) 
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5.1.3. The Growth of Immigrants 
 

The Czech Statistical Office has published a “Quarterly Report on Migration – IV 

2022” where the rising numbers of migrants are depicted. As previously mentioned, there 

has been a spike in foreigners registered in the labour office this year which can be assumed 

to be a consequence of the invasion of UA. Graph 4 depicts the numbers of legal migrants 

in 2022, where UA citizens have the highest number; thus, it can be used as evidence to 

support the claim, as the percentage of UA migrants is 57% of the overall number of migrants 

residing in the CZ. The total amount of legally registered migrants in the CZ is 1 116 154, 

out of which 80% are from third-world countries.42 

 
Graph 4 Legal Migration 2022 

 
(Source: Czech Statistical Office – CZSO, Authors Processing into Graph) 
 

 

Regarding illegal migration, there has been a steady number of migrants from 2011 

up until 2020, as depicted in Graph 5. As the COVID-19 pandemic hit the CZ in 2020, 

accessing any country was difficult as all crossing borders were restricted. As a result, the 

number of illegal migrants doubled. In 2022, the number of migrants spiked to almost thirty 

thousand, which can be linked to UA refugees crossing borders illegally without going 

through the administrative process of granting protection and entering the labour market.  

 
 

42 Ministry of Interior Czech Republic. Quarterly Report on Migration IV 2022 [online]. [Retrieved 5.3.2023] 
https://www.mvcr.cz/migrace/clanek/ctvrtletni-zpravy-o-situaci-v-oblasti-migrace.aspx. 
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Graph 5 Illegal Migration of Foreigners 2022 

 
(Source: CZSO Quarterly Report on Migration IV 2022, Authors Processing into Graph) 
 
 

5.1.4. General Migration Situation 
 

In terms of global migration, in 2022, the largest number of refugees was held by 

Turkey, at around 3.7 million, out of which the majority were of Syrian nationality. 

Colombia followed as most Venezuelan refugees have been headed there in recent years. 

Germany holds the third position in the ranking, mainly due to the connection with refugees 

of Ukraine. Pakistan and Uganda are the other countries that complete the list of the five 

most targeted countries. Both countries host around 1.5 million refugees, as depicted in 

Graph 6. A significant majority of refugees seek refuge in neighbouring countries, which 

can be understood under the natural desire to stay close to home, also considering the 

difficulties regarding further travelling with health and visa issues and financial demands. 43 

 

 
43 Uprchlíci v číslech. Člověk v tísni. [online]. [Retrieved 1.3.2023] https://www.clovekvtisni.cz/migracni-
statistiky-4518gp 
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Graph 6 Five Most Targeted Countries for Migration 

 
(Link to Source: https://www.clovekvtisni.cz/migracni-statistiky-4518gp, Authors processing into graph) 
 
 

By the end of 2022, Poland hosted the largest number of Ukrainians seeking refuge, 

about 1.5 million. Over a million Ukrainian refugees found refuge in Germany. In third place 

is the Czech Republic, with almost half a million temporary protection visas issued. 

However, by the end of 2022, it was approximately 200-300 thousand people. Furthermore, 

the Czech Republic is among the countries with the highest number of refugees in relation 

to the total population. Refugees from Ukraine also have a similarly high share in other 

countries of Central and Eastern Europe. In addition to above-mentioned Poland, this mainly 

concerns the Baltic countries and Moldova.44 

 
5.1.5. Average Salary of Different Nationalities in CZ 

 
One of this bachelor’s thesis hypotheses was investigating whether Ukrainian 

nationals are employed in less-qualified job positions.  

The average salary of people of Russian and Ukrainian nationality reaches a very 

significantly different level. In 2021, the average wage of Russian foreign nationals overcast 

the averages of Czech and other nationalities and can be compared to the average of 

Slovakian foreign nationals. On the other hand, the average salary of UA foreign nationals 

was lower than that of any other nationality apart from Vietnamese. The average wage of 

 
44 Uprchlíci v číslech. Člověk v tísni. [online]. [Retrieved 1.3.2023] https://www.clovekvtisni.cz/migracni-
statistiky-4518gp 
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Russian nationals over the three recorded years, as seen in Graph 7, was always higher by a 

significant amount.  

From the mentioned and depicted data, it cannot be deduced that Ukrainians and 

Russians are being discriminated against, as the explanation for such differences can be in 

the structure of employment positions.  

According to the Czech Classification of Employment (CZ-ISCO), three-quarters of 

UA foreign nationals were employed in manual labour professions, and only 0.6% worked 

in managerial positions. Moreover, only 12% of Russian foreign nationals were employed 

in manual labour professions, and 58,7% were employed in the three highest-ranked sections 

of professions – managers, specialists, and technicians.45 

 
Graph 7  Average Salary of Different Nationalities in the CZ 

 
(Link to Source: https://www.kurzy.cz/zpravy/699595-ukrajinci-a-rusove-v-cesku-pracuji-ve-vysoce-
kvalifikovanych-profesich-i-tech-malo-placenych-mzdy/) 
 

Employees of Ukrainian nationality hold mainly less qualified labour positions, 

usually more physically demanding, as depicted in Graph 8, where the majority are 

construction workers. Such jobs are financially rewarded with lower salaries ranging 

between 20-30 thousand CZK monthly. Around 27% are categorised into a wider variety of 

professions, from which some are more qualified, thus increasing the average salary for the 

group “others” in Graph 8. As mentioned earlier and depicted in Graph 7, the consistently 

 
45 Kurzy.cz. [online] [Retrieved 1.3.2023] from https://www.kurzy.cz/zpravy/699595-ukrajinci-a-rusove-v-
cesku-pracuji-ve-vysoce-kvalifikovanych-profesich-i-tech-malo-placenych-mzdy/  
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lower wage level in the professions they occupy means they receive a lower wage on average 

compared to other nationalities, including CZ.  

 
Graph 8 Types of Employment of Ukrainians and Their Salary 

 
(Link to Source: https://www.cnb.cz/cs/menova-politika/zpravy-o-menove-politice/boxy-a-clanky/Obcane-
Ukrajiny-na-ceskem-pracovnim-trhu/ (Authors processing into chart) 
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5.2. Research into the Public Opinion on the Employment of 
Foreign Citizens 

 
The employment of foreign citizens is very relevant and sensitive to most national 

and international companies that do not wish to provide data or answer questions. However, 

the general public's opinion of the CZ indicates how national workers see the current 

situation and how the opinions differ based on education, age and working status.  In 

collaboration with the research department “Médea Research k.s.” under the main company 

“Médea a.s.” a questionnaire aiming to find out the opinion of people on the topic has been 

sent out to the company's online panel of respondents46. The author of this thesis has done 

the questionnaire and data processing, and the collaboration was used solely for the purpose 

of gaining access to a wider range of populations for better reliability and validity of results.  

 

5.2.1. Aim of the Research 
 

The practical part of this thesis aims to investigate the issues of Czech citizens' 

perception of employing foreign citizens. The main approach to acquiring the intended 

results is to what extent the respondents agree or disagree with statements regarding whether 

there are too many employed foreigners, whether it deprives the Czech citizens of their jobs 

or whether they think foreigners are required for labour shortage or cheap labour. It will be 

done by first categorising the respondents via their employment and education status, and 

age. The method of gathering data via questionnaire has been chosen for the purpose of its 

guarantee of respondent anonymity but also as a fast and easily applicable approach to data 

collection.  

As a result of the research, it should be ascertained whether the education levels, 

employment statuses, age or region of residency impact the perception of foreign citizens in 

the CZ. For further discussion, the results may also imply whether respondents with lower 

educational levels or employment statuses are informed on foreign nationals' legal processes 

to get employed.  

 

  

 
46 Via Appendix 9 and Appendix 10 
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5.2.2. Hypothesis of research 
 

Based on the literature review and analysis of current statistical data on migration in 

the CZ, two hypotheses have been created specifically to this research and public opinion. 

They will be studied for verification or disproval. 

 

𝐻! = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠	𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ	ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟	𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙	𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡	 

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠	𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙	ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒	𝑎	𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛	𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛	𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

 

𝐻" = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠	𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙	ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒	𝑎	𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑜𝑛	𝐸𝑈	𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠	 

𝑟𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟	𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛	𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠	𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚	𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑑 − 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑	𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 

  

5.2.3. Perception of different types of foreigners  
 

The first question of the questionnaire aimed to categorise three different types of 

foreign nationals and how the respondents view each of them.  

 
Graph 9 Perception of Respondents on Different Types of Foreigners 

 
(Author’s Source) 
 
  

The first question was formulated in the following manner: “How do you generally 

perceive these foreigners in the Czech Republic? Please answer on a scale where 1 means 

you perceive them very negatively and 10 means you perceive them very positively”. Graph 

9 shows that the most positively perceived type of foreigner is from the EU, as the average 

score (10 being the most positive) is 6.4, which implies a rather neutral opinion. On the other 
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hand, the most negatively perceived type of foreigner is a foreigner from a third-world 

country, as the score was 4.6, which inclines to a rather negative aspect. UA foreigners are 

rather seen as neutral, as the score was 5.5. 

 
 

5.2.3.1. Perception of foreign citizens – 
sociodemographic approach 

 
Each respondent was also asked about their socio-demographic background 

regarding gender, age, education, region of residency and economic activity prior to 

answering questions regarding their perception of foreigners.  

 As depicted in Table 1, respondents with higher educational status are more likely to 

perceive foreigners from the EU more positively. Less negative scores regarding EU 

foreigners were also given by respondents who are economically active as entrepreneurs or 

whose region of residency is in Moravia.  

 
Table 1 Respondents' Perception of Foreigners from the EU via Sociodemographic Background 

 
(Author’s Source) 
 

As depicted in Table 2, foreigners from Ukraine are more positively perceived by 

respondents with a higher educational status and entrepreneurs. Respondents with lower 

levels of education, on the hand, perceive them rather negatively by ranking them on an 

average of 4.7, where 43% ranked them between 1-4 points.  
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Table 2 Respondents’ Perception of Foreigners from Ukraine via Sociodemographic Background 

 
(Author’s Source) 
 
 
 As depicted in Table 3, foreigners from third-world countries (excluding UA) are 

perceived more negatively by respondents over the age of 56, as over 80% ranked them 

rather negatively, and the average score was 4.1. Respondents whose region of residency is 

in Prague ranked these foreigners negatively, and only 1% ranked them in the higher scores 

9-10.  
 

 
Table 3 Respondents' Perception of Foreigners from Third-World Countries via Sociodemographic 
Background 

 
(Author’s Source) 
 
 

5.2.4. Perception of Respondents on Specific Questions 
 

Respondents were then asked to what extent they agree or disagree with the 

statements depicted in Graph 8. A vast majority of 59% of respondents agreed with the 

statement that foreigners work jobs that Czech people would not do for such a salary. This 

result can relate to the previously mentioned issue of UA foreign nationals working jobs 

with lower wages than CZ and other nationalities. 
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 The next two statements, “Employing foreigners is beneficial for the Czech 

economy” and “Foreigners represent the only solution to the labour shortage in some 

professions in our market”, can be connected. In chapter 4 about the ‘Legal Administration’ 

of this thesis, it has been mentioned that foreigners from third-world countries are being 

employed for certain reasons, and one of them is to fill in vacant job places that cannot be 

filled in with a CZ national; therefore, helping the Czech economy with filling in labour 

forces. These statements were perceived positively and neutrally, as depicted in Graph 8, 

indicating the mentioned connection.   

A statement that was perceived positively and negatively was whether too many 

foreigners are working in the CZ. As mentioned in chapter 5.1, the overall numbers of 

employed foreigners and migrants have increased significantly, which can relate to Czech 

nationals viewing these numbers as “too many”. Furthermore, the next statement regarding 

foreigners depriving Czech nationals of their jobs was perceived negatively, as over 50% 

disagreed. This can indicate that, even though some Czech nationals think there are too many 

foreigners, they still do not feel they are being deprived of their job.  

The last two statements, “Foreigners have better working conditions in the CZ than 

Czechs” and “Foreigners should only work in unqualified professions in the CZ”, were both 

perceived negatively, which indicates that Czech nationals view foreigners rather equally 

and that they do not believe foreigners have better conditions and deserve jobs according to 

acquired skill and profession.  

 
Graph 10 Foreigners in the CZ and Employment 

 
(Author’s Source) 
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5.2.4.1. Sociodemographic approach 
 

Regarding the sociodemographic background, respondents within the age range of 

18-35 mostly agreed with the statement that foreigners work for money, which a Czech 

person would not do. Respondents with a lower educational status mostly agreed that 

employment of foreign citizens deprives Czech nationals of their jobs and that foreigners 

have better working conditions. On the other hand, such respondents disagreed that the 

employment of foreign citizens benefits the Czech economy. Economically active 

respondents, mostly entrepreneurs, disagreed with the statement that foreigners should be 

employed for jobs with unqualified professions, as depicted in Table 4.  

 
Table 4 Sociodemographic Background of Respondents on Perception of Statements 

 
(Author’s Source) 
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6 Results and Discussion 
 
 

This chapter will focus on describing the development of the number of foreigners, their 

statuses and how that fits into context with the nationalities that reside in the CZ. 

Furthermore, the discussion will continue on how the numbers have been affected by the 

war in Ukraine, COVID-19 and why foreigners chose the CZ. The research results into 

public opinion on the employment of foreign citizens will also be discussed alongside 

whether the hypotheses for the research have met their expectations.  

The number of foreigners residing and working in the territory of CZ has increased 

significantly from 2020-2022. Most foreigners work on a trade certificate; thus, they have 

decided to run their businesses or offer their services rather than be employed. A reason for 

such decisions can be justified from the perspective of the difficulty of administration. 

Suppose a foreigner works on a trade license. In that case, they are not bound to a set timeline 

of the duration of their employment contract and their employer is not bound to inform them 

about employment or any changes made to the labour office. As mentioned, such foreigner 

is not obliged to follow a timeline for how long they can stay in the CZ for employment but 

can focus on gaining long-term visas if they plan to stay in the territory of the CZ for a longer 

period. Such a statement can be justified by the increasing numbers of foreigners in both 

long-term and permanent residences. 

Regarding the invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation, around 200-300 thousand 

UA refugees arrived in CZ at a time when the unemployment rate was very low; thus, the 

Czech government had to react to modify the administration process from the perspective of 

duty and legal processes. It was necessary to modify immediately to fit the needs of the UA 

refugees, so ‘Lex Ukraine’ was signed for better access to the labour market and other 

essentials for protection, accommodation, and education. Since the UA refugees had free 

access to the labour market, they could file for a trade license, which allows them to work 

but have no pressure of having to stay in the CZ for a set period. As mentioned, an important 

aspect for migrants is to stay close to home; thus, a trade license allows them to return once 

evaluated as safe and can be the reason for an increase in the total number of foreigners on 

the trade license.  

Another factor of influence on the overall statistics was COVID-19. Due to the sudden 

restrictions governments had to implement, the main factors affecting were unemployment 

and illegal migration. The unemployment rate rose as many businesses had to close; thus, 
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many lost their jobs. Illegal migration also rose due to the pandemic, and it can be deduced 

that the justification is due to restricted entry permission at the borders; moreover, migrants 

would not be able to access the CZ with the normal administrative procedure, so they have 

migrated illegally.  

The UA refugees mainly work in less qualified labour positions that are usually more 

physically demanding and are categorised into lower-salary jobs. On average, their salaries 

fluctuate lower than other nationalities. A factor that can be considered why UA nationals 

are hired for lower-wage positions is the difference between the average wages of Ukraine 

and the wage they receive for manual labour in the CZ. In December 2021, before the 

invasion, the average wage in Ukraine was 17,453 UAH, around 14,396 CZK at the time. 47 

This indicates that UA nationals seek employment for manual labour positions in other 

countries, in this case, the CZ, due to higher wages of around 20-30 thousand CZK. This 

verifies the first hypotheses regarding whether UA nationals are employed for cheap labour.  

Regarding the research into public opinion on the employment of foreigners, the second 

hypothesis was centred around how the sociodemographic background of the respondents 

affects their perspectives on the issue and whether there is a pattern. The hypothesis stated, 

“Respondents with higher educational levels and employment statuses will have a more 

positive perspective of foreign citizen employment.”. From the first question regarding their 

views on different types of foreigners, respondents with a university degree reacted 

positively to all three categories, as 67% ranked EU foreigners between 7-10, 54% ranked 

UA foreigners between 7-10 and 35% ranked 7-10. On the other hand, respondents with no 

high school degree ranked those categories mostly between 1-4. In the second part of the 

questionnaire, where respondents ranked their agreement on a set of statements, respondents 

with a lower educational status, mostly agreed that employment of foreign citizens deprives 

Czech nationals of their jobs, foreigners have better working conditions and disagreed that 

the employment of foreign citizens benefits the Czech economy. Economically active 

respondents, mostly entrepreneurs, disagreed with the statement that foreigners should be 

employed for jobs with unqualified professions. Such results prove the hypothesis to be 

correct.  

 
47 Ukraine average monthly Wages February 2023 data - 1996-2022 historical. [online] [Retrieved 5.3.2023] 
from https://tradingeconomics.com/ukraine/wages  
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The third hypothesis was centred around the perspectives of different types of foreigners 

and stated, “Respondents will have a more positive perspective on EU citizens rather than 

citizens from third-world countries.”. The main question on this topic is the first one 

regarding respondents' perspective on each type of foreigner. Generally, the EU foreigners 

were perceived positively, with an average score of 6.4 out of 10. UA foreigners were ranked 

higher, at 5.5, than other foreigners from third-world countries who ranked 4.6. This 

indicates that UA refugees are being considered regarding their situation and are more 

understood in terms of residing or being employed in the CZ in comparison to other third-

world citizens. The second hypothesis can, therefore, also be verified as the EU foreigners 

received a higher rank by almost 1 point on average, which is a significant difference on the 

ranking scale.  

From the public's point of view, employment of foreign citizens appears to be rather 

positive than negative; however, from an employer's perspective, the administration side is 

trickier than with a CZ national. An employer must keep track of all records, and fulfil all 

legal requirements, especially when applying for a position and being employed.  

The author analysed the employment of foreign citizens from the perspective of Czech 

law to better understand the complexity of the administration process and laws. The author 

has accessed all necessary documents a third-world foreigner, a UA refugee and an EU 

citizen must fill in, depending on their situation. 48 The author has also accessed a Czech 

language exam that must be completed prior to a residency application. The most demanding 

parts of the legal process are the Czech language exam and the many documents requiring 

better knowledge of the mandatory legal aspects.  

 
  

 
48 Available in Appendix 
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7 Conclusion 
 
 

The main goal of this bachelor's thesis was to touch upon the general employment 

legislation for EU and non-EU citizens and what changes have been made for Ukrainian 

refugees. The author of this thesis worked with three main hypotheses. The practical part 

verified all the hypotheses through public data research and analysis. 

In 2022, the Czech Republic experienced an increase in migrants on its territory as the 

registered number rose to 1 116 154 foreigners, where an estimated 80% were from third-

world countries, including UA refugees, which is a significant increase. The number of 

employed foreigners increased in 2022, spiking to around 900 000 foreigners compared to 

2004, where the total number was 173 000.49 This growth was radically influenced by the 

conflict on the UA territory, which is still ongoing; however, significant growth was 

experienced at the beginning of the conflict. As a result, the EU had to react from a 

humanitarian and legal perspective, which influenced the CZ. The CZ is a country near 

Ukraine from a geographical perspective, and refugees tend to seek shelter in countries that 

are not too far from theirs so that they can still stay close to home; thus, the CZ was one of 

the countries they chose to flee to.   

As a result of the invasion of UA, the bill “Lex Ukraine”, has been signed off, which 

brought changes to legislation regarding the entrance of a foreigner from a third-world 

country. This is, however, valid for only Ukrainian nationals residing in UA before the 

invasion. The most significant legal change, in terms of employment, was stated in Act no. 

66/2022 Coll., on measures in the field of employment and social security in connection with 

the armed conflict on the territory of Ukraine caused by the invasion of the troops of the 

Russian Federation, §2, where a foreigner with a granted temporary protection is considered, 

for employment, equal to a citizen holding a permanent residence permit. This bill is only 

valid until 31st March 2024, which can mean a significant change for UA nationals as they 

will no longer have an exception in the administrative and legal processes a third-world 

foreigner must undergo. Based on the prognosis of the Czech National Bank, it is estimated 

that around 300 000 UA refugees plan to return to the UA and half of the rest to stay and 

incorporate into the Czech labour market.50 

 
49 See graph 2 
50 RUSCHKA, Adam. Občané Ukrajiny na českém Pracovním Trhu. ČNB. [online] [Retrieved 5.3.2023] 
https://www.cnb.cz/cs/menova-politika/zpravy-o-menove-politice/boxy-a-clanky/Obcane-Ukrajiny-na-
ceskem-pracovnim-trhu/ 
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From the perspective of a Czech employer, there are no major differences in 

administrative procedures regarding the employment of foreigners from the EU and Czech 

nationals. The main advantage of EU citizens is that they can be employed in any other EU 

state with a minor administration process, as they are considered equal to the country's 

national citizens in terms of employment. However, the administration is significantly more 

complex once a foreigner is from a third-world country, as they must receive an employment 

and residence permit or blue/employee card. The employer must then communicate with the 

labour office, keep records of this employee, and prove that a Czech or EU national could 

not occupy the job. The employer must communicate with the national institutes regarding 

employment; however, the potential employee must pass all the mandatory legal and 

administrative processes.  

Based on the first hypothesis and further data analysis of the employment of UA refugees 

showed whether UA nationals reside in the CZ due to skill and profession or cheap labour. 

The UA nationals mainly hold less-qualified labour positions with lower salaries due to the 

difference in average wages between UA and CZ. On average, Ukrainians receive lower 

wages than other nationalities in the CZ. This indicates that one of the main reasons for their 

migration to the CZ is the higher wages for manual and physically demanding jobs for which 

they would receive less income in UA. These results verify the first hypothesis that UA 

nationals are mostly employed for cheap labour.  

Based on the second hypothesis and results from the research, respondents with higher 

educational statuses view the employment of foreign citizens more positively than those with 

lower education. The results showed that respondents with a university degree reacted 

positively to all three categories, as 67% ranked EU foreigners between 7-10, 54% ranked 

UA foreigners between 7-10 and 35% ranked 7-10. These results verify the second 

hypothesis. 

Based on the third hypothesis and results from the research, respondents perceive EU 

citizens more positively than those from third-world countries. The results showed that the 

EU foreigners were perceived positively, with an average score of 6.4 out of 10. UA 

foreigners were ranked higher, at 5.5, than other foreigners from third-world countries, who 

ranked at 4.6. These results verified the third hypothesis. 

The employment of foreign citizens in the Czech Republic from the perspective of 

legislation is a complex and current topic that requires attention, especially due to the conflict 
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on the Ukrainian territory, as it does affect not only the CZ and the Czech labour market but 

also the rest of Europe and other states.  
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Appendix 3: Document  for the temporary protection 
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Appendix 4: Document of employer declaration that the employee is medically 
examined. 
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Appendix 5: Document of confirmation of the employment of foreign  
 
Údaje o zaměstnavateli: 
 

……………………………………………………………………. 

se sídlem ………………………………………………………… 

IČ:…………………………….. 

Jméno, příjmení a pracovní zařazení osoby oprávněné 
jménem zaměstnavatele (právnické osoby) tento doklad vydat: 
 

………………………………………………… 

 
Pro 
MINISTERSTVO VNITRA       
Odbor azylové a migrační politiky 

P O T V R Z E N Í  

Tímto v souladu s § 44a odst. 14 zákona č. 326/1999 Sb., o pobytu cizinců na území České republiky a o 

změně některých zákonů, ve znění pozdějších předpisů, potvrzuji, že pan(í) 

Příjmení a jméno ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

narozen(a)  ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

státní příslušnost ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

  nastoupil(a) do zaměstnání u naší korporace / u mne jako zaměstnavatele* dne 

……………………, a to na pracovní místo ……………………………………………………. . 
Uveďte druh práce, který cizinec vykonává. 

  na území České republiky pobývá pouze oprávněně bez víza, a proto nastoupí  

do zaměstnání u naší korporace / u mne jako zaměstnavatele* v den převzetí zaměstnanecké 

karty, a to na pracovní místo ………………………………………………… 
Uveďte druh práce, který cizinec vykonává. 

 

V…………………………………. dne ………………………. 

……………………………………… 

Podpis osoby oprávněné jednat za 
zaměstnavatele a otisk razítka 
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Appendix 6: Documents for employee card application 
 

podací razítko (submission stamp)

þ�PtVWD

�þ�R]Q�

2]QiPHQt�GUåLWHOH�]DPČVWQDQHFNp�NDUW\�R�]PČQČ�]DPČVWQDYDWHOH��SUDFRYQtKR�]DĜD]HQt�
QHER�R�]DPČVWQiQt�QD�GDOãt�SUDFRYQt�SR]LFL�X�VWHMQpKR�QHER�GDOãtKR�]DPČVWQDYDWHOH
(PSOR\HH�FDUG�KROGHU¶V�QRWL¿FDWLRQ�RI�FKDQJH�RI�HPSOR\HU��SRVLWLRQ�RU�MRE�IRU�D�GLIIHUHQW�ZRUN�SRVLWLRQ�ZLWK�

D�FXUUHQW�RU�D�GLIIHUHQW�HPSOR\HU�

3ĜtMPHQt�(surname):

-PpQR��¿UVW�QDPH���

'DWXP�QDUR]HQt��GDWH�RI�ELUWK���

6WiWQt�SĜtVOXãQRVW�(nationality): 

2� 2KODäRYDQi�]PčQD��]DäNUWQčWH�MHGQX�]�XYHGHQëFK�PRæQRVWt��
7\SH�RI�FKDQJH��WLFN�RQH�RI�WKH�JLYHQ�RSWLRQV��

Vyberte SRX]H�MHGQX�PRåQRVW��QH]YROHQt�åiGQp�]�PRåQRVWt�QHER�]YROHQt�QČNROLND�PRåQRVWt�Pi�]D�QiVOHGHN��åH�VH�QD�
WRWR�R]QiPHQt�SRKOtåt�MDNR�E\�QHE\OR�XþLQČQR��(3OHDVH��FKRRVH�RQO\�RQH�RSWLRQ��,I�\RX�GR�QRW�FKRRVH�DQ\�RI�WKH�RSWLRQV�RU�FKRRVH�
PRUH�WKDQ�RQH�RSWLRQ��WKLV�QRWL¿FDWLRQ�ZLOO�EH�FRQVLGHUHG�QRW�VXEPLWWHG��

=PČQD�]DPČVWQDYDWHOH��FKDQJH�RI�HPSOR\HU�

=PČQD�SUDFRYQtKR�]DĜD]HQt��PtVWD�YêNRQX�SUiFH��GUXKX�SUiFH��X�VRXþDVQpKR�]DPČVWQD-
YDWHOH��FKDQJH�RI�SRVLWLRQ�>SODFH�RI�ZRUN��W\SH�RI�ZRUN@�ZLWK�FXUUHQW�HPSOR\HU�

.URPČ�GRVDYDGQtKR�SUDFRYQtKR�PtVWD�KRGOiP�EêW�]DPČVWQiYiQ�L�QD�GDOãt�SUDFRYQt�
SR]LFL�X�VYpKR�VRXþDVQpKR�]DPČVWQDYDWHOH��%HVLGHV�P\�DFWXDO�ZRUN�SRVLWLRQ�,�LQWHQG�WR�ZRUN�
DOVR�LQ�DQRWKHU�SRVLWLRQ�ZLWK�WKH�VDPH��FXUUHQW��HPSOR\HU�

.URPČ�GRVDYDGQtKR�SUDFRYQtKR�PtVWD�KRGOiP�EêW�]DPČVWQiYiQ�L�QD�GDOãt�SUDFRYQt�
SR]LFL�X�MLQpKR�]DPČVWQDYDWHOH��%HVLGHV�P\�DFWXDO�ZRUN�SRVLWLRQ�,�LQWHQG�WR�ZRUN�DOVR�LQ�DQR-
WKHU�SRVLWLRQ�ZLWK�D�GLIIHUHQW�HPSOR\HU�

1HY\SOĖXMWH�
Do not complete

1Hå�SĜHMGHWH�N�GDOãt�þiVWL��SURVtP��SĜHþWČWH�VL�SHþOLYČ�QiVOHGXMtFt�XSR]RUQČQt��%HIRUH�\RX�FRQWLQXH�WR�
WKH�QH[W�VHFWLRQ��SOHDVH��UHDG�FDUHIXOO\�IROORZLQJ�QRWLFH��
D� 2KOiVLW�QČNWHURX�]�YêãH�XYHGHQêFK�]PČQ�PĤåH�SRX]H�GUåLWHO�]DPČVWQDQHFNp�NDUW\��QHMVWH�OL�GUåLWHOHP�]DPČVW-
QDQHFNp�NDUW\��]PČQX�RKOiVLW�QHPĤåHWH��(2QO\�HPSOR\HH�FDUG�KROGHUV�PD\�QRWLI\�DQ\�RI�WKH�DERYH�PHQWLRQHG�FKDQJHV�
LI�\RX�DUH�QRW�DQ�HPSOR\HH�FDUG�KROGHU��\RX�PD\�QRW�QRWLI\�D�FKDQJH��

�� ÒGDMH�R�R]QDPRYDWHOL��GUåLWHOL�]DPČVWQDQHFNp�NDUW\��'DWD�RI�WKH�HPSOR\HH�FDUG�KROGHU�

1/4

$GUHVD�SUR�GRUXþRYiQt��MH�OL�
RGOLãQi�RG�PtVWD�SRE\WX� 

�'HOLYHU\�DGGUHVV��LI�LW�LV�GLIIHUHQW�
IURP�WKH�SODFH�RI�UHVLGHQFH��

Tento tiskopis není určen pro držitele zaměstnanecké karty, kteří mají volný přístup na trh práce (§ 98 zákona o zaměstnanosti) nebo musí mít pro výkon práce  povolení k 
zaměstnání (&is form shall not be used by the holders of the employee card who have free access to the labour market [§ 98 of the Emloyee Act] or are obliged to have the 
work permit issued for the work position).
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Appendix 7: Document for blue card application  
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Appendix 8: Document for permanent residency application  
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Appendix 9: Questions from the questionnaire in original form (Czech)  
 
 
Do jaké míry souhlasíte s následujícími tvrzením ohledně cizinců v ČR a jejich 
zaměstnání. 

• V České republice pracuje příliš mnoho cizinců 

• Zaměstnávání cizinců připravuje české lidi o práci 

• Cizinci v ČR dělají práci, kterou by Čech za ty peníze nedělal 

• Cizinci představují jediné řešení nedostatku pracovních sil v některých profesích na 
našem trhu 

• Cizinci by v České republice měli dělat jen nekvalifikované profese 

• Zaměstnávání cizinců je pro českou ekonomiku přínosné 

• Cizinci mají v České republice lepší pracovní podmínky než Češi 

- Varianty odpovědí: Určitě souhlasím, Spíše souhlasím, Ani souhlasím ani 
nesouhlasím, Spíše nesouhlasím, Určitě nesouhlasím 

  

Jak obecně vnímáte tyto cizince v České republice? Odpovídejte prosím na škále, kde 
1 znamená, že je vnímáte velmi negativně a 10 znamená, že je vnímáte velmi 
pozitivně. 

  

• Cizinci ze států Evropské unie¨ 

• Cizinci z Ukrajiny 

• Cizinci ze států mimo Evropskou unii (kromě Ukrajinců) 
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Appendix 10: Questions from Questionnaire Translated to English 
 
 
To what extent do you agree with the following statements regarding foreigners in the 

Czech Republic and their employment? 

 

• Too many foreigners work in the Czech Republic 

• Employing foreigners deprives Czech people of their jobs 

• Foreigners in the Czech Republic do work that a Czech would not do for that money 

• Foreigners represent the only solution to the labour shortage in some professions in our 

market 

• Foreigners should only work in unqualified professions in the Czech Republic 

• Employing foreigners is beneficial for the Czech economy 

• Foreigners have better working conditions in the Czech Republic than Czechs 

 

- Response options: Definitely agree, rather agree, neither agree nor disagree, 

Rather disagree, definitely disagree. 

  

How do you generally perceive these foreigners in the Czech Republic? Please answer 

on a scale where 1 means you perceive them very negatively and 10 means you 

perceive them very positively. 

  

• Foreigners from the states of the European Union 

• Foreigners from Ukraine 

• Foreigners from countries outside the European Union (except Ukrainians) 

 


